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According to many theories, semantic representations reflect the parallel activation of information coded across a distributed set of modality-specific association brain cortices. This view is challenged by the neurodegenerative condition known as semantic dementia (SD), in which relatively circumscribed, bilateral atrophy of the anterior temporal lobes results in selective degradation of core semantic knowledge, affecting all types of concept, irrespective of the modality of testing. Research on SD suggests a major revision in our understanding of the neural basis of semantic memory. Specifically, it is proposed that the anterior temporal lobes form amodal semantic representations through the distillation of the multimodal information that is projected to this region from the modality-specific association cortices. Although cross-indexing of modality-specific information could be achieved by a web of direct connections between pairs of these regions, amodal semantic representations enable semantic generalization and inference on the basis of conceptual structure rather than modality-specific features. As expected from this hypothesis, SD is characterized by impaired semantic generalization, both clinically and in formal assessment. The article describes a comprehensive array of under- and overgeneralization errors by patients with SD when engaged in receptive and expressive verbal and nonverbal tasks and everyday behaviors.
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Introduction

The British poet Philip Larkin once famously quipped that sexual intercourse began in 1963, between the end of the Lady Chatterley ban and the arrival of the Beatles’ first LP. Just as remarkably, though perhaps less sensational, semantic memory appears to have begun around the same time. The first documented use of the term is probably the title of Quillian’s (1966) Ph.D. thesis; it subsequently appeared as part of the title of the well-known article by Collins and Quillian (1969) and, even more famously, in Tulving’s (1972) chapter on the distinction between episodic and semantic memory.

Of course, even before the 1960s, everyone really knew that people had semantic memory (as well as sex), but it is perhaps not so surprising that semantic memory has only recently achieved independent status. What we mean by having independent status is the equivalent of what Shallice (1988) refers to as a cognitive subsystem that is isolable or anatomically distinct. Semantic memory is usually assumed not to be localized to one neuroanatomical region but rather to reflect activation of modality-specific information encoded within a widely distributed network of regions. This view is perhaps most often found in the discussion sections of articles on functional imaging of semantic processing in normal individuals (e.g., Thompson-Schill 2003), though it is also sometimes found in studies of neuropsychological disorders. Here is one example. Some objects, such as elephants or spinach, have characteristic colors, and all cognitive scientists would probably agree that people’s knowledge of these standard colors is part of semantic memory. But suppose, as some researchers have concluded in their imaging or patient studies, that color knowledge has its own module in the brain, separate from other aspects of knowledge even about the same objects (e.g., what shape elephants are,
what color knowledge would have independent status and a specific neuroanatomical location, and so would each of the other attribute-specific components of semantic memory (Martin 2007); but central conceptual knowledge would not have this characteristic.

In this article we will outline a different hypothesis about semantic memory, in which—in addition to the modality-specific components of the broader semantic network on which essentially all theories agree—the central aspects of conceptual knowledge are and in fact need to be synthesized into a localized subsystem of unified, amodal representations. More specifically, the hypothesis comes in two parts: (a) as conceptual knowledge is acquired, the brain constructs amodal semantic representations that knit together the collection of attribute-specific features about a concept; and (b) neuroanatomically speaking, these amodal representations are supported by anterior regions of the temporal lobes bilaterally. Why do we claim that central semantic memory ought to be localized in this fashion? The argument, developed below, is that amodal conceptual representations support the vital function of semantic generalization. The corollary of this argument is that, when the brain region supporting these representations is damaged, a key consequence will be a failure of appropriate generalization.

**Conceptualization without Amodal Representations**

Before laying out the theory and evidence for amodal semantic representations, we will first briefly review both historical and contemporary views of semantic memory. Long before the term “semantic memory” was introduced to the world, in fact going back more than a century, Wernicke and Meynert (see Eggert 1977) were interested in how the brain formed and reactivated concepts—a process they referred to as “conceptualization.” Unlike the language centers that Wernicke, more famously, described in his work on aphasia, Meynert and Wernicke’s model of conceptualization made the following assumptions: (a) that the building blocks of concepts were modality-specific engrams (stores of information) localized to the cortical areas responsible for the corresponding sensory, motor, or verbal domain; (b) that these modality-specific engrams, in widespread brain regions, were fully interconnected; and (c) that this web of connections was the basis of conceptualization—a specific concept being represented by the coactivation of all its associated engrams (Fig. 1A). For example, if you taste an apple (even with your eyes closed), the taste-specific engram will automatically activate all the other associated modality-linked engrams, enabling your brain to retrieve other knowledge concerning the object: its visual form, probable color, name, presence of seeds, how you would peel it, and so on. In this proposal, modality-specific engrams were located in particular brain regions, but conceptualization was not. Indeed, Wernicke and Meynert argued that, unlike forms of agnosia and aphasia, central disorders of conceptualization occurred only as a consequence of global brain damage (dementia) because only such widespread cortical damage would disrupt the engram reactivation process.

**Conceptualization Requires Amodal Representations**

In this article we advance the hypothesis that semantic memory is, in fact, critically based on the formation of amodal representations, and we attempt to explain why this form of semantic organization might be required for the complexities of conceptual behaviour in which humans specialize. The first significant modern evidence for this hypothesis came in the form of a neuropsychological study by Warrington (1975). She described three patients with progressive brain disease resulting in a range of semantic deficits that cut across different modalities but were nonetheless restricted to the domain of semantics. That is, other aspects of the patients’ cognition, including perceptual abilities and even other forms of memory (everyday episodic memory and short-term memory) were well preserved. Referring to Tulving’s (1972) then–recently proposed distinction between episodic and semantic memory, Warrington (1975) labeled the disorder one of semantic memory. Snowden et al. (1989) later identified the condition as part of the spectrum of frontotemporal dementia (FTD) and gave it the label that has stuck, semantic dementia (SD).

There was little or no neuroanatomical information about the patients in Warrington’s original study, but as further similar cases were published in tandem with advances in structural brain imaging, it became clear that SD was consistently associated with selective atrophy of the anterior temporal lobes bilaterally (Hodges et al. 1992; Snowden et al. 1996). Quantitative structural magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) studies, using both manual methods and automatic voxel–based morphometry, reveal consistent and substantial atrophy (often 50–80% gray matter loss) of the polar and perirhinal cortices and the anterior fusiform gyri (Williams et al. 2005; Brambati et al. 2007). In a neurodegenerative condition, precise boundaries of the pathological process are admittedly not easy to define; but, with the advent of functional brain imaging,
researchers have been able to demonstrate that not only the atrophy but also the hypometabolism in SD is restricted largely to the anterior temporal lobes, suggesting that the associated cognitive disorder is attributable to damage in this region rather than to widespread functional abnormality (Desgranges et al. in press; Diehl et al. 2004; Nestor et al. 2006).

While patients are alive, the nature of the dysfunction in neurodegenerative disease can only be guessed at or predicted, albeit often (and increasingly) with reasonably high confidence. Confirmed pathological diagnosis requires postmortem analysis of brain tissue, and researchers studying FTD in general and SD in particular have only recently begun to accumulate sufficient postmortem samples to be able to offer meaningful summary statistics. In patients coming to postmortem from our Cambridge series, of 20 cases with a clinical diagnosis of SD in life, 14 had ubiquitin-positive neuronal inclusions of the kind associated with motor neuron disease; four had the τ-positive inclusions characteristic of Pick’s disease; and two had the plaques and tangles of Alzheimer’s disease.
As well as data on the regions of atrophy and underlying dysfunction in SD, there is a considerable wealth of detailed neuropsychological findings about this disorder (Rogers et al. 2004; Patterson et al. 2007; Hodges & Patterson 2007). In short, the patients present with a progressive and selective deterioration of semantic memory. Progressive means that, especially if the patients come to appropriate assessment early enough, their performance on tests requiring conceptual knowledge can be tracked from mildly to moderately to severely abnormal; selective means that many other aspects of cognition, memory, and language are relatively well preserved until late in the disorder. This specificity is important for several reasons. Clinically, it is an important aspect for differential diagnosis of SD as opposed to other forms of dementia or conditions in which semantic impairment can be observed (Hodges & Patterson 2007; Kipps et al. 2008). From a research perspective, the specificity of the semantic decline means that SD provides a neurological model of semantic impairment and its effect on cognition without major complications from co-occurring non-semantic deficits. Of course, semantic impairment can be found in several other neurological conditions, including Alzheimer’s disease, herpes simplex virus encephalitis, head injury, and stroke. Almost inevitably, however, the semantic impairment in these disorders is (a) less pervasive than that observed in SD and (b) accompanied by other deficits affecting episodic or short-term memory, attention, executive, and/or language processing.

SD challenges the assumption that semantic memory is based on a widely distributed system of modality-specific representations and links between them and does not require amodal representations localized to a specific brain region. For this article two more characteristics of SD are important: (a) semantic impairment is a graded phenomenon in which concepts and the boundaries between concepts gradually “dissolve” or “dim,” rather than dropping out abruptly (Lambon Ralph et al. 2007; Patterson & Hodges 2000); (b) the degradation of concepts is amodal, thereby producing poor comprehension and production of information across all verbal and nonverbal domains, including words, objects, pictures, sounds, smells, and touch, etc., in receptive mode, and speech, writing, object use, drawing, etc., in expressive mode (Rogers et al. 2004).

These characteristics of SD can be understood on the hypothesis that the area of focal atrophy in this disorder, the anterior temporal lobe (ATL), supports the formation of amodal semantic representations. Using a computational model, Rogers et al. (2004) demonstrated that a central component of the model’s architecture that draws together modality-specific information will behave as an amodal semantic system. The Rogers et al. model is an extension of the Meynert–Wernicke framework (Fig. 1B). Information arising in each specific modality (e.g., the elephant’s shape, color, smell, form of movement, name, and verbal descriptors) is coded in the corresponding specific cortical sensory or motor or language region; in this sense, the semantic network as a whole is neuroanatomically widespread. The information from the modality-specific regions, however, is fused through amodal representations. We assume these representations to be supported by the bilateral ATL, not only because this is the location of the focal atrophy/hypometabolism in SD but also because this region is highly interconnected with many modality-specific association cortices (Gloor 1997); it thus has the necessary neuroanatomical connectivity to provide the neural substrate for the fusion of multimodal information into amodal representations. The Rogers et al. model was trained to take a piece of modality-specific information (e.g., an outline of the elephant’s visual form) as input and to reproduce the correct information across the remaining information layers (e.g., its color or name or various things people might say about it) by propagating activation through the intermediate units. Rogers et al. demonstrated that simulated damage to these intermediate semantic units of the trained model reproduced the core features of SD. That is, increasing degrees of damage produced gradual decline in performance of any task requiring conceptual knowledge and, because of its intermediate location, damage to this central component of semantic memory resulted in deficits across various receptive and productive verbal and nonverbal domains.

At this level of description, the implemented Rogers model provides an alternative to the Wernicke–Meynert solution to the riddle of conceptualization (how to draw together multimodal experience, coded in different brain regions, into a unified concept). The Rogers formulation also resembles the notion of “convergence zones” proposed by Damasio (1989), whereby various brain regions link or index corresponding features and attributes. Logically speaking, conceptualization could be achieved either by the full set of direct connections between individual pairs of modality-specific regions (Wernicke–Meynert) or by a common amodal portal (Rogers/Damasio et al.). Semantic dementia, however, in which a selective but multimodal semantic impairment results from circumscribed ATL damage, argues for the second solution. If this assertion
is correct, one might want to inquire why nature has selected against what might seem the simpler brain-engineering solution (a web of direct connections) and instead used a corner of the brain (the ATL) to underpin conceptualization. The answer, or at least one potential answer, lies in generalization. Knowing the range of concepts over which a component of knowledge should be generalized is a multilevel, nonlinear problem; its solution probably requires representations that abstract away from surface similarities.

The Conundrum of Semantic Generalization and Inference

The following example captures critical aspects of the semantic conundrum of generalization and inference. Various exemplars of five different yet related objects are shown in Figure 2. The items are grouped horizontally in terms of visual similarity, whereas the vertical structure reflects their most typical function. One can immediately see that superficial, surface similarity is not a reliable guide to other types of information. Thus, to know which subset of objects would be used to make and serve tea (a nonverbal generalization) or be referred to as a “teapot” (a verbal generalization) requires us to step away from visual similarities to select the correct subset. Matters are made more complex because different pieces of verbal or nonverbal knowledge can be generalized at different levels across this set. For example, all the items are used to contain and pour liquids (and we might refer to them verbally as “containers” to denote this level of generality). Consequently, they need to be set down on a level surface, and the liquid level needs to be kept below the tip of the spout to avoid spillage. The exact form of the liquid, however, varies across these objects—one set takes oil, one group takes wine, whereas the others hold water. Then at a more specific level, two of the five are used to hold very hot water (yet we do not use the same name to refer to them), but only one of these is used to generate it. Each of the five main groups of items can be subdivided again in terms of both the verbal and nonverbal features applied to them. For example, some of the kettles are heated by being set on a flame or external electric element, whereas others incorporate an internal electric element and so are plugged in (a distinction that can confuse British and American people when they visit each other’s houses). A subset of teapots are made of metal or china (the latter therefore fragile), but the teapots can also be divided along completely different lines in terms of those that would be used to serve “English” versus Chinese or Japanese tea. Finally, we can use our complex semantic knowledge of these items to make new inferences on the basis of their meaning rather than their visual or structural characteristics. For example, if we learn about a new type of tea or learn that the Japanese word for teapot is kyusu, we would all pick the same subset of items to infuse the new tea or to apply the new label to—and we would do so on the basis of conceptual rather than visual similarity.

In summary, an amodal semantic system performs five key yet computationally demanding functions: (a) it provides a method to link multimodal experience and information to a core concept; (b) it allows us to step away from surface similarities (e.g., similar-sounding or -looking objects) to generalize on the basis of conceptual similarity; (c) it permits generalization of features simultaneously at different levels of specificity; (d) it allows appropriate generalization to be computed for all types of verbal and nonverbal information; and (e) it provides a sophisticated knowledge base on which to make new inferences when we acquire a new piece of information.

SD: A Disorder of Failing Semantic Generalization?

If the neuroanatomical basis of amodal semantic representations is the ATL, patients with SD—in whom focal brain disease gradually destroys the ATL—should exhibit disorders in all five functions listed above. To date, research on SD has concentrated largely on the first of these—the ability to link verbal and nonverbal information to each concept. As expected, disease progression in SD leads to a striking and eventually profound disruption of semantic knowledge. Thus, the patients have significant deficits in understanding and producing the names of objects (Hodges et al. 1992; Warrington 1975), provide increasingly impoverished definitions and drawings of objects (Lambon Ralph et al. 1999), have a reducing repertoire of everyday behavior such as knowing how to cook or cut the lawn or replace a fuse (Hodges & Patterson 2007), and so on. More recently, however, researchers studying SD have begun to investigate the other four, arguably more complex, aspects of conceptualization (e.g., Patterson 2007). The next section of this article will review and synthesize current evidence for disorders of these functions in SD, drawing upon evidence from both formal neuropsychological assessment and from everyday, real-world examples. Specifically, by assessing the effect of ATL degeneration in SD, we will evaluate the hypothesis that the ATL semantic system provides the mechanism for appropriate generalization on the basis of amodal, conceptual knowledge.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teapot</th>
<th>Kettle</th>
<th>Watering can</th>
<th>Oil can</th>
<th>Wine jug/decanter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Teapot Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Kettle Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Watering can Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Oil can Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image5" alt="Wine jug/decanter Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image6" alt="Teapot Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image7" alt="Kettle Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image8" alt="Watering can Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image9" alt="Oil can Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image10" alt="Wine jug/decanter Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image11" alt="Teapot Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image12" alt="Kettle Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image13" alt="Watering can Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image14" alt="Oil can Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image15" alt="Wine jug/decanter Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image16" alt="Teapot Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image17" alt="Kettle Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image18" alt="Watering can Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image19" alt="Oil can Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image20" alt="Wine jug/decanter Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image21" alt="Teapot Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image22" alt="Kettle Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image23" alt="Watering can Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image24" alt="Oil can Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image25" alt="Wine jug/decanter Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image26" alt="Teapot Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image27" alt="Kettle Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image28" alt="Watering can Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image29" alt="Oil can Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image30" alt="Wine jug/decanter Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image31" alt="Teapot Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image32" alt="Kettle Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image33" alt="Watering can Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image34" alt="Oil can Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image35" alt="Wine jug/decanter Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image36" alt="Teapot Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image37" alt="Kettle Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image38" alt="Watering can Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image39" alt="Oil can Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image40" alt="Wine jug/decanter Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image41" alt="Teapot Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image42" alt="Kettle Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image43" alt="Watering can Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image44" alt="Oil can Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image45" alt="Wine jug/decanter Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIGURE 2.** Examples of “liquid containers” ordered by visual similarity (rows) and principal function (columns).
Evidence from SD Regarding the Nature of Under- and Overgeneralization

Word Production and Comprehension

The first—and throughout the course of the disease, perhaps always most obvious—symptom of SD is anomia: inability to retrieve the appropriate word for an object or concept. This anomia should not be thought of as word-finding difficulty in the sense experienced by many patients with aphasia after a stroke, or indeed sometimes momentarily by normal people. In the latter case, people will often spontaneously retrieve the desired word a few minutes later or on another occasion; and even when in the anomic state they can often be helped to retrieve it by a simple cue such as its initial letter or sound (Jefferies & Lambon Ralph 2006). The anomia in SD is neither temporary nor cueable, and for good reason: The source of SD anomia is not in fact a failure of word retrieval. Its cause is that the patients lack sufficiently precise knowledge of the concept for the semantic system to activate the concept’s name. Cueing (e.g., for violin, “it begins with /v/”) will help normal speakers and most patients who suffered an aphasic stroke because they have substantial semantic information about the concept; the experimenter’s additional bit of phonological information (/v/) can then push the word’s phonological representation over the threshold for production. Patients with mild SD, looking at a picture of a violin, know only that it is a musical thing; patients with more severe SD may not know what it is at all. This degraded information is insufficient for them to find the word on another occasion or to benefit from a phonological cue (Graham et al. 1995).

Given that the anomia in SD derives from degraded knowledge, anomia is naturally accompanied by a parallel deficit in word comprehension. Asked “What is a violin?” the patients’ responses mimic their attempts to name a picture of it: That is, at a mild stage, the patient may say that “It’s for playing music”; at a more severe stage, he or she will just say “I don’t know.” Indeed, in clinic we often observe something like “word alienation,” where a patient responds by repeating “violin, violin, violin” over and over again, with perfect phonological production but no apparent experience of familiarity with the word or its referent (Hodges & Patterson 2007).

How do the phenomena of under- and overgeneralization reveal themselves in the word production and comprehension deficits of patients with SD? For production, there are three sources of evidence: formal object-naming tests, formal analyses of target word production in a task like picture description, and anecdotal observations of the things that patients say in conversation or in clinic interview.

On naming tests, one prominent form of overgeneralization in SD is the production of semantic coordinate errors in which the name produced is a more common, more typical instance of the category to which the target instance belongs. This error occurs most often in the domain of animals because the category structure of animals lends itself most naturally to this kind of error. Hence the most common coordinate errors are the most typical and most familiar animal names (“cat,” “dog,” and “horse” in Britain). One additional intriguing component of this phenomenon is that, even though the line drawings usually used in these naming tests are all roughly the same size, the patients’ semantic errors can indicate some residual knowledge of real-world size, with an elephant named as “horse,” a goat named as “dog,” and a rabbit named as “cat” (Hodges et al. 1995; Patterson et al. 2007). Another component of interest, and more directly relevant to the nature of overgeneralization, is that semantic coordinate errors (a) occur more often for moderately typical instances of a category than for atypical ones and (b) are more likely to be the prototypical dog–cat–horse responses if the target itself is fairly typical. In a recent large analysis of naming in patients with SD, for example, Woollams et al. (2007) reported on the fate of the tortoise and the hare (or rabbit), the former being an atypical animal and the latter a fairly typical one as indicated by category typicality norms (Morrow & Duffy 2005). Of incorrect responses to these two pictures, a significantly higher proportion were semantic coordinate errors for the rabbit than for the tortoise; and of the semantic coordinate errors, a much higher proportion were “cat” or “dog” for the rabbit than for the tortoise. Our way of thinking about this phenomenon
is that the amodal semantic representations for typical instances with many shared features are clustered together at the center of semantic space. When a patient's conceptual representation of rabbit is too degraded to generate the correct name, the brain activation produced by looking at a rabbit can be captured by a more intact and close concept like "cat" or "dog." "Tortoise," on the other hand, is far from the center of this space and so is less prone to being overgeneralized to the prototypical animals (Garrard et al. 2001; Woollams et al. 2007).

The other main form of overgeneralization in naming by patients with SD is production of a superordinate label such as "animal." Again, this type of error is more commonly observed for living things than for synthetic artifacts, though sometimes patients will use an artifact superordinate like "container" for objects that can hold things, such as cups, bowls, dustbins, suitcases, boxes, or bottles.

The results of tests like picture description tell a similar story, indicating that the profound anomia and overgeneralization observed in SD is not related to the perhaps odd and out-of-context experience of being asked to name a series of single, unrelated objects. In the picture-description task most often used in the aphasia literature, the Cookie Theft picture from Goodglass and Kaplan (1983), a woman is washing dishes at an overflowing sink, while behind and unseen by her, her son (presumably) is standing on a tipping stool as he tries to steal cookies from a cupboard. Almost every normal speaker, in describing this picture, uses the terms "stool" for what the boy is standing on and starting to fall off of, "sink" for what the woman is standing at, and "overflowing" for what is happening to the water in the sink. Of 21 patients with SD (whose descriptions of this picture were analyzed by Patterson & MacDonald 2006), none produced the word "stool"; three managed to say "sink"; and two, "overflowing." Most patients, though not all, did produce a verb to describe what was happening to the water, but it was usually a more general term than "overflowing," such as "coming down" or "running out."

In spontaneous conversation, speech of patients with SD is replete with overgeneralizations, though of course they often just say little and so do not give researchers an opportunity to observe their word production failures—which is, of course, partly why we resort to tests like object naming or picture description. Virtually all the patients overuse terms like "thing" and "place" in conversation to substitute for the objects and locations that they cannot name. One patient began to call everyone of relevance in her life (e.g., her sisters, her son) "my person." Individual patients, as their semantic deficit worsens, often seem to alight on particular words to serve as general terms, and these are sometimes terms such as "situation" or "portion" that give the patient's speech an odd and almost formal-sounding quality.

Overgeneralization is somewhat harder to observe in comprehension than production, in part because of the major difference in the nature of the mapping from words versus objects (or pictures of them) to concepts. A simple experiment, or even "thought" experiment, of removing one part of a stimulus easily illustrates this concept. If a picture of a duck is presented minus one component such as its head, feet, or tail, an observer is still likely to be able to identify it as a duck, or at least as a bird. By contrast, if we remove one letter from the written name of this object: _duck could be duck or luck; _uck could be duck or dock; _u_k could be duck or dock; and _uc_ could be duck or duck. There is no "duckiness" about any of these alternative words. Despite the limited ability to infer anything about a word's meaning from its phonological or orthographic shape, at least early in the semantic deterioration of SD, patients will sometimes, as indicated above, comprehend a spoken word in an overgeneric fashion, as in "What's a violin?" → "A musical thing." One can also observe something akin to overgeneralization in the patients' word comprehension by constructing word-to-picture matching tests in which the semantic proximity of the target to the foils is manipulated. Patients with SD achieve reasonable (though certainly below normal) scores in pointing to a picture of a kingfisher in response to its spoken name when the foils are things like a shoe, a piece of cheese, or a desk; their success in selecting the self-same kingfisher is significantly lower if it occurs among pictures of other small birds (Adlam et al. 2006).

What about undergeneralization in word production and comprehension? One of the most striking instances actually comes from a contrast of these two reflections of word knowledge in a fashion that we have not yet had the opportunity to document or quantify in an experimental context but that we have observed during clinic assessments. Patients will sometimes use a specific term in talking about a particular episode involving that concept and then fail to recognize or comprehend the same term when it is presented to them in a different context. One of the patients with SD in our cohort told us that "Those trees in my garden that usually have something to eat on them didn't have anything this year because we had an early frost" (he was referring to apples). Later in the same session, when we asked him what the word "frost" means, he had no
idea. Another patient, in describing his life history, said that he had worked as a petroleum engineer; asked later to define “petroleum,” he looked puzzled, hesitated for a long time, and then hesitantly replied, “I’m not sure; is it something that uses petrol?” What is happening when a patient’s comprehension fails to generalize appropriately to a term that he himself has spontaneously produced? We assume that the word can be produced when it is part of a specific scenario like apple trees in the garden or a career in petroleum engineering; the same word—when offered at a different time and in a different (or indeed without any) context—fails to make contact with that limited, scenario-specific knowledge.

A version of this undergeneralization phenomenon was documented experimentally in a clever study by Snowden et al. (1995). A patient with SD who could both produce and comprehend the term “driving license” was unable to comprehend either the more general unmodified word “license” or the compound term “dog license,” even though she knew what a dog was. Over a set of such terms, the patient scored more than 90% correct in defining the personally familiar compound terms but fewer than 30% of the new compound terms, and she made no attempt to infer or guess the meanings of the latter. Making this kind of appropriate inference, even if one has never heard specifically of a dog license, is precisely the achievement of a functioning semantic memory system.

There are many anecdotal examples of undergeneralization in word production. For example, all Japanese people can tell you the name of the prefecture in which they live. One patient with SD studied by our colleague Dr. Manabu Ikeda could not produce the name of her prefecture; but she had learned, by rote memory, a list of the various prefectures in her area. If asked to name her own prefecture, she would reel off the list in order, like an overlearned poem, and stop when she got to the correct name.

Object Use and Knowledge

SD is an amodal disorder. Productive and expressive tasks involving words may be most sensitive at unveiling the deficits, especially early in the disease progression, but SD is never just a language disorder (Adlam et al. 2006). Therefore, patients with SD not only fail to name objects and people but also gradually, increasingly fail to know what the objects are and what to do with them and to know who the people are. How do these deficits exhibit the over- and undergeneralization that is the core topic of this chapter?

One dramatic form of overgeneralization of object knowledge can be observed in the task of delayed-copy drawing. There is relatively little point in trying to acquire information about the object knowledge of patients with SD by asking them to draw named objects: If a patient is asked, “Please draw a rhinoceros,” his or her most likely response will be “What’s a rhinoceros?” But patients with SD have no impairment to the visuospatial skills required to produce a drawing of a rhinoceros, as indicated by the task of giving them such a picture and asking them to copy it. The rhino stimulus picture and one direct copy of it of a patient with SD are shown in the left and middle positions in the first row of Figure 3, respectively. So far, so fairly normal. On another occasion, however, we showed this patient the same rhino picture and allowed him to look at it for several seconds to extract all the information he wanted from the stimulus; we neither asked him to name it nor offered him its name, thus making this exposure purely nonverbal. We then removed the picture and asked the patient to count from 1 to 15, which patients with SD do without difficulty and about as rapidly as an unimpaired person, taking about 10 seconds. We then said (again without giving the picture a name), “Please draw what you were looking at a minute ago.” The result is illustrated at the right-hand side of the top row of Figure 3. The rhino now has no horns, no armored skin—indeed, no rhino-specific features. It has become a generalized animal, more like a pig or a dog than a rhinoceros. Another example, this time for a peacock, is in the bottom row of Figure 3; in the patient’s delayed-copy drawing, the peacock has the four legs typical of most land animals rather than the two legs standard for birds. Many more examples of such overgeneralization in delayed-copy drawing can be found in Bozeat et al. (2003), Caine et al. (in press), Lambon Ralph and Howard (2000), and Patterson and Erzinclioglu (in press).

What is happening here? Human visual memory is not very precise or literal, at least not for more than about a second. When a normal person is asked to produce a delayed-copy drawing of a rhinoceros, the response will contain horns partly because the person remembers seeing them in the stimulus but at least as much because, having identified the picture as a rhino, the person’s semantic memory will insist that the response include horns. The patient with SD cannot recognize the stimulus picture as a rhinoceros; he knows only that it is some sort of animal. After a 10-second gap, short-term visual memory—which as far as we know is reasonably normal in SD—has lost substantial detail. The patient’s drawing response, just like the normal individual’s drawing response, will then
be informed by conceptual knowledge of the stimulus. But for the patient, the response is degraded and overgeneralized conceptual knowledge—hence, no horns. The omission of appropriate features and the insertion of inappropriate features are anything but random in these delayed-copy drawings. Atypical features like rhinoceros horns and camel humps get omitted from the concepts where they belong and are never added to ones where they do not. Typical features like tails are rarely omitted from truly tailed animals, are often inserted onto tailless animals (like frogs and seals), and never get added to trees or chairs. As a result, the drawing response is almost invariably more typical of the stimulus class than the real stimulus was.

With respect to the overgeneralization of patients with SD of object/person recognition or object use in the real world, we have mainly anecdotal evidence to offer. For example, during a meal with one of the authors of this chapter, a patient with SD stirred sugar into his glass of wine (presumably generalizing to other drinks like tea or coffee, not to mention feeding the “sweet tooth” that many patients with FTD develop). He also used two spoons, one in each hand, to eat a plate of spaghetti, instead of the fork and knife or fork and large spoon that people who are not semantically impaired would use. With regard to overgeneralized person recognition, we have seen a woman with advanced SD emerge from the clinic room out into the public area where her husband was waiting for her, walk up to a man standing in the waiting room, and say, “I can go now”; but the recipient of this message was a stranger, not her husband. We also have anecdotal evidence of overgeneralization in everyday behavior: The wives of three different male case patients with SD in our patient cohort over the years have reported to us that their husbands continued to shave their faces much as they had done all their adult lives but also began, as the disease progressed, to shave hair on other parts of their bodies.

Undergeneralization in object use is one of the most striking aspects of the SD syndrome and brings us to the topic of how—in the context of degraded conceptual knowledge—everyday behavior comes increasingly to be dominated by current episodic and procedural experience. First documented experimentally by Snowden, Griffiths, and Neary (1994) and subsequently by Bozeat et al. (2002), patients with SD continue until late in the disease to use their own familiar objects at home but often fail to generalize such recognition and use appropriately to other exemplars of the same objects. In one example in the Bozeat et al. study, the patient J.H. could find (in its usual drawer in her kitchen) and correctly use her own cheese grater. When the experimenter offered her another grater that would, to a normal person, be equivalent, J.H. did not know what to do with it. It was furthermore clear that such “knowledge” was being maintained by regular experience. In a subsequent study (Bozeat et al. 2004), J.H.’s husband helped us to select a set of objects that his wife had recently stopped using, including the cheese grater. The
experimenter successfully retrained her to use these, but after the training sessions ended, tests designed to probe the persistence of this regained ability demonstrated a gradual but steady decline in J.H.’s success.

We placed “knowledge” in quotation marks in the previous paragraph because there has been some debate about what exactly is maintained by regular experience (Graham et al. 1999a, 1999b; Snowden et al. 1999). Although the issue is not yet resolved, and the answer is probably not “either–or,” we are inclined to think that it is more in the line of episodic, autobiographical, and/or procedural memory that is being reinforced and maintained by regular experience than it is true semantic knowledge. This may seem like slightly circular reasoning, but our conclusion is based on the fact that generalization is such a hallmark of semantic memory that, if using one’s own familiar cheese grater were boosting semantic knowledge of what cheese graters are for and how they are used, this boost should generalize to a different but equally good exemplar of a cheese grater, which it tends not to do.

A similar form of undergeneralization has also been experimentally demonstrated in studies of episodic recognition memory in SD. In two studies, one of recognition memory for objects (Graham et al. 2000) and the other for famous people (Simons et al. 2001), the stimulus items were selected for each patient with SD to be either still relatively “known” or now significantly “degraded” for that patient on the basis of other tests of naming and name–picture matching. Sets of photographs of items from these known and degraded categories were presented to the patients with SD in a study phase. In the subsequent test phase of each experiment, all the studied photos plus an equal number of previously unencountered photos of objects or people were presented for yes–no recognition memory judgments (“Did you see this thing/person before in this experiment?”). In a further experimental manipulation, the photo at test was either identical to the one at study or was a different exemplar of the same concept or person. For famous people, participants might see one photo of Princess Diana at study and a different one at test; for objects, they might see a square stainless-steel toaster at study and a rectangular white plastic-bodied toaster at test. The instructions, of course, included, with many examples, the information that the participant should make “yes” responses in the test when shown different exemplars of the same person or object presented during the study phase. For normal control participants there was no significant advantage for correct “Yes, I saw this before” judgments in the same—as opposed to different—photo conditions; the same was true for the patients with SD, provided that the items came from the “known” set. There was, however, a substantial and significant drop in the number of recognition memory hits for the patients’ degraded items in the different-photo condition of both experiments. In other words, generalization between different photos of Princess Diana or different toasters is supported by semantic knowledge and disabled when that knowledge deteriorates.

At least anecdotally, there is evidence that the boundaries of generalization can be shockingly reduced by degraded knowledge. One of the authors of this article when doing some extensive testing with a particular patient with SD, went to test the patient at the patient’s home at 2 PM every Tuesday for several weeks. After about five of these visits, during which she always welcomed the author on his arrival at 2 PM, on one Tuesday he was unavoidably detained in arriving at her house. He stopped on the way to telephone her to explain his delay, but it was clear that she did not really understand who he was or what he was telling her. When he arrived at about 3:15, she completely failed to recognize him and, until he pulled out the standard sorts of testing materials, she was reluctant to believe that she knew him and that he was supposed to be there. With a grain of humor (but many more grains of sadness about the fate of such patients), we describe this as the “Mr Two O’Clock” episode. This patient, like many SD cases, was an avid clockwatcher and associated the researcher’s arrival with a specific time; when he arrived at a different time, he was not the same person.

Report of another dramatic occurrence of undergeneralization comes from a neurologist colleague of ours in Barcelona, Dr. Raquel Sanchez-Valle. Several patients with SD develop a passion for puzzles of one kind or another; in our experience in Britain, it is most often jigsaw puzzles, perhaps because these seem to require only elements of cognition that are well preserved in SD until late in the disease, such as good visuospatial function and good color matching. For the particular patient with SD being studied by Sanchez-Valle, however, the puzzle passion was for Sudoku. Each morning, this man would arise, put on some clothes, go out to the local news agent, buy his regular daily newspaper, return home, and complete the Sudoku puzzle; until it was finished, nothing else (such as eating breakfast) held any interest for him. Sanchez-Valle knew of the patient’s fascination with Sudoku and wanted to observe him engaging in this activity, so on one of his clinic visits, she gave him a newspaper containing a Sudoku puzzle. He said (in his native Catalan), “I don’t know what this is or what I should do with it.” The Sudoku instructions were printed beside the puzzle, so
Sanchez-Valle asked him to read them aloud, which he did perfectly but could not understand them and so still claimed to have no idea what to do with the puzzle. Because she had not seen him in several months, and because eventually even such nonsemantic activities and abilities do decline, she assumed that the patient was no longer doing Sudoku. Half an hour later, chatting with the patient’s wife, Sanchez-Valle commented that he had apparently given up Sudoku. “What do you mean?” asked the wife in surprise. “He does them every day. In fact, I have this morning’s newspaper here in which he completed the Sudoku puzzle.” Sudoku exemplars in different newspapers do look slightly different; they may have different sizes or typeface fonts or background color or position on the page. It nevertheless seems almost inconceivable that someone who does Sudoku every day could fail to recognize a new “token” as belonging to that “type.” We can assume only that, for this patient who was semantically impaired, Sudoku is not a token of a general type but is rather an event that belongs specifically to his morning routine of fetching the newspaper and doing the puzzle before breakfast. When a similar puzzle is produced by someone else, out of its normal context, he cannot generalize it to his everyday Sudoku experience.

As acknowledged when we first raised the question about the nature of the knowledge or memory that is maintained by everyday experience, this issue is unresolved. It seems clear from the examples given above that the concepts of frost, cheese grater, and Sudoku have severely reduced boundaries for these patients. This could be the result of a diminished semantic representation combined with specific reinforcement from a particular, repeated aspect of the meaning. In other words, just as concepts in a normal individual change and develop over time as a result of continued experience, J.H.’s concept of a grater may be not only diminished in breadth because of her disease but also strengthened in its narrow instantiation because of her regular experience (see Welbourne & Lambon Ralph 2005, in press, for discussion of the interaction of damage with continued learning/plasticity). Alternatively, as suggested earlier, such severely reduced boundaries could reflect the fact that when a semantic concept is sufficiently degraded, the person is forced to rely on one or more different kinds of memory or knowledge that, by their nature, do not support an appropriate level of generalization. Perhaps both explanations are partially correct. It may also be that different kinds of experience lend themselves to different degrees of reliance on these two kinds of knowledge. In the delayed-copy task, for example, we argued that literal visual memory provides a poor basis for performing the task and that therefore both normal individuals and patients with SD must refer to the way in which their semantic memory processed the stimulus. The patient with SD can code the rhinoceros only as an overgeneralized animal, and his or her response will reflect that semantic coding. Regular use of a specific cheese grater, on the other hand, may be capable of producing fairly durable episodic and procedural memories that can stand in for the general concept.

A similar kind of analysis of type of task or experience might apply to the perhaps obvious question: What determines whether the abnormal boundaries for concepts in SD are too wide, hence resulting in overgeneralization, or too narrow, thus yielding undergeneralization? We have already mentioned one general principle that will contribute to this balance: Within the domain of objects or concrete concepts, a real object or picture of it gives more clues to the approximate nature of the object than its name does. Thus, presentation of an object or picture to be named or defined is more likely to result in an overgeneralization response from a patient with SD than presentation of its name, which is likely to produce “I don’t know” (Lambon Ralph et al. 1999). In the domain of person recognition, we gave examples above of both over- and undergeneralization in SD behavior. Again, the task or situation may in large part determine which will occur. If a patient genuinely no longer recognizes Princess Diana, then, when presented with a picture of her to name or identify, there is really no level at which overgeneralization can occur: She is just an unknown person. But when the patient with severe SD went out into the waiting room at the hospital to find her husband, she was confronted with several men to whom her profoundly impaired person recognition could overgeneralize. We realize that this is a somewhat post-hoc analysis and that we need to make more precise predictions in advance about the circumstances under which one would expect to obtain these striking phenomena of over- and undergeneralization resulting from degraded semantic memory. We are only just beginning . . .

**Importance of the ATLs in Semantic Memory: What Is the Evidence from Other Sources?**

Although the data from SD clearly implicate the bilateral ATL in semantic representation, these areas are often overlooked or even disputed in other research on semantic memory (Hickok & Poeppel 2007; Martin 2007; Wise 2003). It is claimed that semantic tasks rarely activate the ATL in functional MRI (fMRI) but
rather, in line with some aphasiological models (see below), implicate left posterior temporal, temporoparietal, and prefrontal regions (Devlin et al. 2000; Garavan et al. 2000; Martin 2007). It is also claimed that, were the ATL to be so vital to semantic memory, resection of the ATL for intractable epilepsy should result in major semantic impairment, which it does not (Hermann et al. 1999).

Recent studies indicate, however, that the results underlying these claims are not as contradictory as they might seem to the results from SD. First, the failure to find ATL activation in semantic tasks reflects, at least in part, technical limitations of fMRI. Field inhomogeneities around air-filled cavities lead to signal dropout and distortions that are particularly pronounced in the orbitofrontal cortex and the inferior and polar aspects of the temporal lobes (Devlin et al. 2000; Wise 2003). Functional neuroimaging that uses positron emission tomography (which does not suffer from the same problems) does detect semantically related activation in the ATL, even when the same experiment conducted in fMRI does not (Devlin et al. 2000). Because of the preeminence of fMRI in cognitive neuroscience, the potentially central importance of the ATL within a network of regions that support semantic cognition can be overlooked (Patterson et al. 2000; Rogers & McClelland 2004; Wise 2003).

Second, interpretation of the cognitive consequences of epilepsy surgery is complicated by two factors: (a) Longstanding epilepsy can lead to changes in neural organization and, indeed, recent imaging studies have shown that white matter connectivity and neurotransmitter function are significantly altered in this condition (Hammers et al. 2003; Powell et al. 2007); and (b) epilepsy surgery is unilateral, whereas patients with SD invariably have bilateral, even if asymmetrical, lesions. In the rare cases where we have been able to assess patients with SD at a sufficiently early stage that there is only minor atrophy on the less affected side, the patients have tended to show rather slight semantic deficits unless taxed with especially difficult tasks. We therefore infer that substantial semantic deficit results only from significant bilateral ATL abnormality. This supposition would account for the fact that semantic deficits observed after temporal lobe resection are mild (Wilkins & Moscovitch 1978), or indeed absent, if the tests are too easy.

Other neurological disorders, such as herpes simplex virus encephalitis, do produce semantic impairment when damage affects the same bilateral temporal lobe regions as SD (Lambon Ralph et al. 2007; Noppeney et al. 2007). Also, we have recently demonstrated that repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation of the ATL in normal participants produces a selective slowing of semantically related tasks (synonym judgment and naming) but not of equally demanding, nonsemantic tasks—exactly as expected from SD (Pobric et al. in press).

**Beyond Semantic Memory and the ATL**

The focus of this article has been the role of the ATLs in achieving conceptualization and appropriate levels of semantic generalization. We have, therefore, said nothing thus far about the role of other brain regions or different aspects of semantic cognition. There is no doubt that parts of the brain other than the ATL play critical roles in other aspects of semantically driven behavior, as evidenced by activation of these other regions in functional neuroimaging studies of semantic processing in normal participants and by some varieties of semantic disorders when these other regions are damaged. These other aspects can be divided into two broad types: impairments of semantic access and disorders of semantic control.

Most models of semantic memory assume that semantic activation is initiated by input from one or more modality-specific forms of knowledge/engrams. Sensory input must be processed well enough to enable semantic processing. Failures of comprehension or semantically driven behavior can follow, therefore, from impaired mechanisms of perceptual analysis or from damaged connections between perception and central semantic representations. Classically, these two forms of impairment are labelled “apperceptive” and “associative” agnosia (Brown 1972). The crucial characteristic of these disorders is that comprehension/semantic behavior is impaired only when input arrives in the affected modality (e.g., visual or auditory or tactile or linguistic); comprehension initiated by a stimulus in any other modality should be fairly normal. These modality-specific agnosias, or impairments of semantic access, are unlike the amodal impairment of patients with SD.

What about the other type of problem, a disorder of semantic “control”? There is recent evidence to suggest that patients with damage to non-ATL regions can exhibit multimodal semantic impairment. Some patients classified as aphasic after a left-hemisphere stroke, whose deficits might be expected to affect only language comprehension, in fact perform poorly on purely nonverbal receptive tests, such as matching of different pictures on a semantic basis, and/or on purely nonverbal production tests such as object use (especially in a complex sequence of behavior such
FIGURE 4. Extended theoretical framework for semantic cognition.

These patients, described as having semantic aphasia (SA; Jefferies & Lambon Ralph 2006), have lesions of either the left inferior frontal gyrus and/or the left temporoparietal junction (Berthier 1999). Although their multimodal semantic impairment might prompt one to think that SA is the stroke/aphasic equivalent of SD, direct formal comparisons between the patient groups indicate that the two disorders are qualitatively different (Jefferies & Lambon Ralph 2006). SA seems to arise not from degraded knowledge itself but rather from an impairment of semantic control—that is, difficulty in manipulating and shaping semantic knowledge in a fashion appropriate for the specific task in hand or for the specific moment within a task. SD is a disorder of core conceptual knowledge. Because all semantic tasks (though to different degrees) require executive control as well as conceptual knowledge, both patient groups reveal deficits across both verbal and nonverbal domains. The lesion locations of the patients with SA (inferior frontal gyrus and/or temporoparietal junction) align with results from functional neuroimaging of normal subjects undertaking not only semantic tasks but also other cognitive assessments that require executive processing (Badre et al. 2005; Gold et al. 2006).

These comparative studies generate a more extensive framework (summarized in Fig. 4) about the processes and their associated brain regions that support semantically driven behavior, which we refer to as “semantic cognition” (Rogers & McClelland 2004). We have adopted this broader term to encompass the two major, interactive dimensions that are required for flexible semantic behavior. Semantic control allows task-relevant aspects of meaning to be brought to the fore, whereas other, currently irrelevant pieces of information are inhibited, thus enabling semantic flexibility and novel semantic problem solving. As described more fully in this article semantic memory or conceptual knowledge provides the basis on which semantic information can be retrieved, and generalized at an appropriate level, irrespective of modality or task.
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